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monetize complex operations
Banner is on track to transform itself into the 
manufacturer-of-choice of smart-enabled industrial 
automation sensors, indicators and safety products, 
worldwide. 

As Banner product-lines evolve, a parallel IoT 
initiative is underway to boost the efficacy of its 
back-office functions. A broad IoT-enablement 
approach ensures seamless interoperability across 
devices, services and back-office systems resulting 
in development roadmaps that closely align with 
company revenue and profitability goals. 

Providing Banner a scalable IoT-enabled service 
delivery and monetization platform -- that simplifies 
device management, streamlines billing operations 
and generates recurring revenue -- is not an option, 
but a necessity. Choosing an IoT solution partner 
with global reach, industry experience and a 
track-record of delivering proven connectivity, 
service delivery and monetization solutions, is 
paramount.  

RevX Systems and its strategic IoT partner, KORE, 
have teamed up to offer an integrated platform of 
connectivity, billing and customer management 
solutions that enable service-oriented subscrip-
tion-based businesses to unlock their revenue 
potential and simplify edge-device management, on 
a massive, global scale.

A KORE RevX solution was chosen to provide 
Banner global carrier-independent communications 
coupled with a broad range of back-office service 
delivery and monetization functions, including: 

-  On-demand provisioning
-  Recurring/usage billing 
-  Electronic invoicing & payment processing 
-  Real-time notifications 
-  White-label self-care portal
-  Workflow automation 

The benefits of the KORE RevX Platform integra-
tion are multifold.

The RevX rapid deployment model has enabled 
Banner to reach new markets and automate 
front/back office processes, as never before. This 
has created a more agile and profitable operating 
business; a major advantage in fluid, highly 
competitive, growth markets. 

Banner has also enhanced the customer 
experience. Devices can now be remotely 
activated, suspended or monitored, payment 
information updated and service levels upgraded, 
all at a click of a mouse. 

Best-in-class connectivity, service delivery and 
monetization solutions, have helped Banner 
position itself as the leading manufacturer of 
IoT-enabled industrial and process automation 
devices, in the 21st century.

Over the past decade, increased global demand for 
new devices and services has compelled manufactur-
ers to fundamentally re-think how they market, 
manage and support their product-lines.

With the advent of the IIoT (Industrial-Inter-
net-of-Things), smart IoT-enabled devices are 
re-shaping how value is created. Manufacturers are 
increasingly discovering the benefits in monetizing and 
managing their “products” as a subscription of 
bundled “services”. 

An enterprise-grade revenue management platform 
provides Banner customers with increasing and 
sustainable value-add, including:

-  Access to new, organic revenue-streams
-  Reduced revenue-leakage, cost & risk
-  Efficient, streamlined & profitable operations
-  Effective device & services management
-  An enriched, profitable customer experience

Banner decided on a 2-pronged results-based 
implementation strategy; one that was transformative 
and designed to address a number of strategic compa-
ny objectives: 

1.  To harmonize the Banner customer/de-
vice-as-a-service relationship by providing real-time 
management of thousands of connected devices, 
accounts and services. 

2.     To align Banner supply-chains, assembly-pro-
cesses and sales channels with a back-office service 
delivery platform based on a proven revenue moneti-
zation model.

One fact was clear: To ensure success, Banner would 
need to engage a leading provider of global connectivi-
ty, device management and monetization solutions. 
 

As an in-house development effort would divert scarce 
resources from mission-critical activities, Banner 
decided to partner with the leading provider of  IoT 
connectivity and revenue management services; a 
best-in-class solution on  par with its own standards of 
excellence. 

Enter: KORE and RevX Systems…

Banner had the “easy-button” they were looking for. 
RevX’s service delivery and monetization services 
facilitated by KORE’s global IoT network of ubiquitous 
carrier-agnostic communication pathways, meant that 
the implementation could move forward in a controlled, 
measured way, with minimal disruption to ongoing 
operations.

The RevX implementation had an immediate and 
positive effect on company sales -- driven chiefly from 
new revenue-streams. 

Embedded KORE functionality quickly solved 
Banner’s connectivity barriers. Edge-devices could 
now communicate independent of carrier protocols or 
communication technologies. Banner customers were 
thrilled! Where before, network access might have 
been unavailable or infeasible, KORE APIs now 
offered geographically isolated FABs full connectivity 
to their back-office systems or cloud repos. Data was 
free to flow horizontally, between devices or 
“upstream” to the cloud. FABs now had a clear 
line-of-sight of their IIoT-value chain. Device monitor-
ing, remote equipment control and data collection 
became commonplace; real-time alert notifications, 
standard.

Designed around simplicity, RevX services dove-tailed 
perfectly with existing Banner processes. Billing & 
customer transaction workflows were simplified 
through a company-wide consolidation effort that 
re-classified scattered back-office functions into a 
cohesive set of streamlined RevX services yielding an 
order-magnitude increase in efficiency, cost savings 
and a measurable reduction in head-count 
requisitions. This had a profound effect on OPEX and 
CAPEX, resulting in lower total-cost-of-ownership, 
time-to-market and time-to-revenue. Thousands of 
edge-devices and services now flowed effortlessly 
through RevX aggregation and rules-engine routines. 
Banner no longer required the same level of resources 
to manage its complex IoT complex ecosystem. In 
most cases, RevX Intelligent-automation reduced 
workflow cycles from days, to just minutes. 

Wrap up
As Banner evolves from a product-orientation to a 
service centric business, it does so knowing its 
network and systems offer the necessary flexibility and 
future-proof technologies to quickly adopt and manage 
change. Effortlessly scaling to new market require-
ments and rapidly leveraging new monetization 
opportunities is the new-normal.

With the KORE RevX foundation in their corner, 
Banner is on the road to sustainable and profitable IoT 
ecosystem connectivity, monetization & management.
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•   Bill for Anything as a Service
•   Subscriber Management
•   Customer Self-Care Portal
•   Touchless Order to Cash Lifecycle

•   A fully integrated business-in-a-box approach based on a scalable enterprise platform  
•   A charging, billing & account management system with a built-in pricing & billing rules-engine
•   A multi-channel customer self-care portal pre-integrated with global tier 1 networks
•   The ability to provision & federate data across multiple carriers, networks & cloud providers
•   Product bundling options with complex charging models & subscriber entitlements, built-in
•   The ability to monetize any application, service, device or network quickly & easily
•   Automated activation & provisioning that eliminate costly delays & manual processing
•   Data overage, device activation/de-activation, equipment rental billing & advanced notifications
•   A managed service with simple reconciliation of active devices to billable accounts

•   100% true global coverage, M2M expertise & strong service delivery track record
•   Dual VPN connections network to customer, with auto failover for performance & reliability
•   Geo-redundant Cisco powered data centers with automatic failover & self-healing capabilities
•   A network of multiple, redundant connections that feed directly into the largest global carriers

RevX Systems introduced Convergent Charging and Billing in the 
late 90's when bundled services and the Triple Play were creating 
insurmountable billing and service delivery obstacles. Today, the 
industry is facing yet another disruptive challenge created by the 
recent rise in demand for M2M and The Internet of Things.

Businesses offering connected solutions are faced with operational 
challenges associated with delivering and monetizing new services. 
These challenges require Billing/Operational support systems that 
can adapt to change and provide the necessary flexibility to deliver 
new and innovative offerings.

KORE provides the connectivity and services that make the Internet 
of Things possible. Founded in 2003, KORE is the world’s largest 
managed network services provider specializing in Internet of 
Things (IoT) and Machine to Machine (M2M) markets. KORE 
provides the critical wireless connectivity empowering application, 
hardware and wireless operator partners to rapidly bring new IoT 
and M2M innovations to market, with millions of active onnetwork 
units in more than 110 countries. KORE delivers choice, reliability 
and global native coverage through multicarrier and Tier 1 carrier 
cellular and satellite network services – including LTE, GSM and 
CDMA - as well as advanced applications to easily manage IoT 
connected devices. KORE Position Logic software provides 
seamless location-based services (LBS) for businesses. For more 
information, visit www.koretelematics.com, read the KORE blog and 
connect with KORE on LinkedIn, Google+, Facebook, Twitter, 
YouTube and Vimeo.

“The value proposition in adopting a fully connected 
IoT revenue management platform was considerable. 
Equally significant was the risk of doing nothing.“ 

“Our new KORE/RevX platform is ideal. It does more 
than simply connect the dots, it allows us to couple 
our connected devices with a range of powerful 
services to help us manage our IoT infrastructure, 
monetize new opportunities, and realize sustainable 
competitive advantage.”

- Ty Fayfield, Wireless Products Director, 
   Banner Engineering 

"Helping Banner to successfully meet their connectivi-
ty, service delivery and monetization objectives was 
very important for us. An established global provider 
of advanced industrial automation devices, Banner 
was well aware of the obstacles that could crop up 
during the back-office IoT implementation.”

“Fortunately, extensive industry experience combined 
with the RevX business-in-a-box platform greased the 
wheels for a worry-free and rewarding integration.”

- John D’Angelo, CEO, RevX Systems

“Banner Engineering is an important client of ours and 
when Ty expressed a need for an enterprise-grade 
IoT connectivity solution from which to springboard a 
range of device management and service delivery 
solutions, RevX Revenue Systems immediately came 
to mind.”

“The value RevX bring to KORE is clear. Our strategic 
partnership with RevX enables us to expand our 
solution capabilities and offer customers, like Banner, 
bundled monetization, billing and device manage-
ment solutions within a single unified platform.”

- Alex Brisbourne, CEO, KORE Wireless Inc. 
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